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Things to celebrate this term:

Rowan Class Attendance Prize

This term we have lots to celebrate. As

We have continued our success from Term

Christmas approaches we have been
lucky enough to spend time rehearsing
and showing our Nativity to our
grown-ups. All the costumes looked
amazing and we had such a fantastic
time learning the songs and
performing them too! Well done to
everyone!

1 and won the attendance prize for a
second time! The children were so excited
to win the class attendance prize for a
second time. We won an extra playtime
which we spent doing Christmassy things
and spoke in celebration assembly about
our week with Groot. Keep up your hard
work!

This term:
In Literacy we learned through the story ‘BEEGU’. We had a fantastic start to
the term with an alien invasion in our classroom. We created our own
planets, spaceships and BEEGU posters. We were able to do lots of role-play
to understand our characters feelings and create our own alien and planet to
star in our very own story. We used lots of adjectives to describe our alien
and planet in our stories.
In Maths have been focussing on addition and subtraction. We have been
finding the total and the difference between groups of objects as well as
comparing different groups. We now understand how to use a part whole to
add and subtract.
In Topic our focus has been Geography and our theme, carried through
Literacy was ‘Alien Invasion’. We searched through our school, through the
United Kingdom and through the continents and oceans of the world to find
our missing friend BEEGU. Eventually she landed safely back in our
classroom.

Next term we are:
In Literacy, learning through the story ‘Traction Man’.
We will be exploring a superhero’s perspective of the
world.

In Maths we will be building on our place value knowledge and focussing on
numbers 10 to 20. We will be exploring, comparing and problem solving.
In Topic our focus will be History beyond living memory ‘Extinct’. We will
learn about the creatures who roamed the land before our living memory and
learn about different landscapes and reasons dinosaurs became extinct.
Topic words to learn: Fossil, Dinosaur, Extinct, Skeleton, Bone, Jurassic,
Mesozoic Era, Evolve, Ice Age, and Meteor.

